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0 A mett)od of and an apparatus for managing

defective sectors in an Information recording nne-

dium such ss a write-once optical disk and rewrital^le

optical disk in which nnany defective sectors may be

generated and unevenly distributed. Jn the medium,

alternative zones are formed which are composed of:

a prime area for recording user data the capacity of

which is variable according to the volume capacity

and partition capacity and the occunnence rate of

defective sectors; a primary spare area for recording

alternative sectors; and a primary defect list area for

recording a primary defect list Many defective sec-

tors are managed in the units of aiternatrve zones-

When defective sectors cannot l^e substituted in an

alternative ^one [e,g„ when defective sectors are

locally concentrated), defective sectors are managed

hierarchically using a secondary alternative area,

thereby reducing the amount of information to be

handled for the management of defective sectors.

Therefore, the size of the apparatus can be reduced,

and defective sectors can be rapidly searched.
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EP 0 350 920 A2

A METHOD OF MANAGING DEFECTIVE SECTORS IN A DISK-SHAPED tNFORMATION RECORDING
MEDIUM AND AN APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING THE SAME

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 1. field of the invention:

This invention relates to a method of recording and reproducing information in which information rs

recorded ir and reproduced from a disk-shaped infornnation recording medium in sector units or on a sector

by sector basis, and Id an apparatus fc^ performing the same.

10

2. Description of the prior art

In a convenflonal information recording and reproducing apparatus using an information recording

75 medium {hereinafter, referred to as mereiy "a medium") such as a magnetic disk and floppy disk, the file

management Including the defective sector management Is effected by using, for example, the MS-DOS
(trademark) of Mterosoft Corp- which is known as a general-purpose OS for a personal computer. In the MS-
DOS, a directory area for recording management Infornnation and a data area for recording file data are

formed on the medium, A file allocation table (FAT) area is also tormed in me medium to record an FAT for

20 controHing the status of the data area which Is divided in cluster units. Each entry of the FAT (hereinafter,

referred to as "an FAT entry") which con-esponds to each of the clusters one by one manages the status

Infomfiation (used/unused) of each cluster and the linkage information of a plurality of clusters which are

used in recording a lile. In such a medium, a defective sector may occur due to flaws, contamination or

deterioration of the recording material. Wh^ a cluster contains a defective sector, an identification nag is

25 recorded In the FAT entry corresponcfing to the cluster, to manage such a defective sector. When a
medium is formatted to Initialize FAT entries, an unused flag meaning that a cluster is unused is recorded In

FAT entries corresponding to clusters containing no defective sector, and a defect flag In FAT entries

corresponding to clusters containing a defective sector. When recording a new file. FAT entries having the

unused flag the number of which corresponds to the size of the new file are sequentially retrieved from the

30 baginning of an FAT, In trts operation, FAT entries having the def^t flag are skipped so that defective

sectors will not be used in recording the new file. After the data of the new file are recorded in unused
clusters, the FAT is updated by rewriting the linkage infonnation which describes the new status ot the

linkage of the clust^.

In a medium such as a write-once optical disk in whlch_recorded Information cannot be rewritten, the

35 contents stored in one region of an FAT cannot be updated in the same region. Therefore, the afore-

describsd management technique of a defective sector In a conventional file management system Is not

applicable to such a medium.

A medium such as a rewritable optical disk In vrtijch recorded Infonmation can be rewritten incurs a
possibility that the occurrence of a defective sector may suddenly increase after the rewrite operafon has

40 been conducted tens or hundreds of thousands times. In such a medium, an FAT area is rewritten on each
record or update operation so thai the number of rewriting the FAT becomes extremely large, resul^ng in a
greater possibility that a defective sector will occur in the FAT. However, a conventional file management
system lias no alternative means for a defective sector which may occur in an FAT area^ thereby causing
two FATs recorded to be recorded in a same FAT area. When a defective sector exists in an FAT area

4S having an FAT. another FAT may be recorded in acfciition to the FAT, thereby causing both the FATs to be
disabled for reproducing. Therefore, a conventional file management system using an FAT cannot be
applied to an information recording medium such as a write-once optical disk or rewritable optical disk in

which the number of rewriting information is limited.

so

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Thus, the invention described herein makes possible the objectives of:

2
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(1) providing a method of managing defective sectors in a disk-shaped information recording medium
which can manage defective sectors even when ^e medium le a non-rewritable one;

(2) providing a method of managing defective sectors in a disk-shaped information recording medium
which can manage defective sectors even when the number of rewriting the contents of the medium is

5 imited;

(3) providing an apparatus for maiaging defective sectors in a disk-shaped information record ing

medium whteh can manage defective sectors even when the medium is a non-rewritabie one; and

(4) providing an apparatus for managing defective sectors in a disk-shaped information recording

medium which can manage defective sectors even when the number of rewriting the contents of the

10 medium is limited.

The method of managing defective sectors in a disk-shaped infomnation recording medium of this

invention, which Gvercomes the above-discussed and numerous other disadvantages and deficiencies of the

prior art. comprises the steps of aitocating at least one aitemative zone in said information recording

medium, said aitemative zone comprising: a prime area for recording user data, said prime area having a

15 variable length which corresponds to the occurrence rate of defective sectors and to the voiume capacity or

partition capacity; a primary spare area for recording aitemative sectors which substitute defective sectors;

and a primary defect list area for recording a primary defect list of a fixed length, said primary defect list

holding the relationship i^etween defec6ve sectors and alternative sectors, managing defective sectors in

units of an aitemative zone by substituting the defective sectors detected in said prime area with alternative

so sectors in said primary spare area, and by registering tiie defective sectors in said primary defect list,

allocating a secondary alternative area in said information recording medium, said secondary alternative

area comprising: a secondary spare area for recording alternative sectors for substituting defec tive sectors

which cannot be sut)sfituted In said edtemaitive zone; and a secondary defect list area for recording a

secondary defect list which holds the relationship between defective sectors and alternative sectors in said

25 secondary spare area, managing hierarchically defective sectors by substituting defective sectors which

cannot tse substituted in said alternative zone, with alternative sectws In said secondary area, and by
registering tiie dofectlve sectors in said secondary defect ilst, and managing aij areas formed in the volume

by allocating a volume control area in said information recording medium, and by recording volume control

data in said volume control area, s^d volume control data inciudftig control data of said aitemative zone,

30 said partitions, said secondary aitemative area and an unused area*

In a prefenred embodiment of the method of the Invention, tiie voiume contnsl area is divided Into a

partition control area and an aitemative zone control are, a partition control block holding control data

necessary for the allocation of partitions and the recording and reproducing of a file is formed to be

recorded in said partition conferoi area, and an alternative zone control block having control data necessary

35 for the recording and reproducing cf data including the allocation of partitions and the substitution of

defective sectors is formed to be recorded in said aitemative zone control area.

In a preferred embodiment cf the method of the Invention, a defect control mode for identifying the

operation mode of the defect management is recorded as one part of partition control data and alternative

zone control data, thereby enabling the operation mod© of tile substitutiOT management to be set in units of

40 a partition

»

In a preferred embodiment of the method of tiie invention, a volume control block for storing ccntrot

data necessary for the operation of recording and reproducing data is generated to be recorded in said

volurhe control area, said operation Including the allocation of partitions, the recording and reprodLKDing of a
file, and tiie substitution of a defective sector*

45 In a prefen^ed embodiment of the method of the invention, a defect control mode for identifying the

operation mode of the defect management is recorded as one part of volume control data, tiiereby enabling

tiie operation mode of the substitution management to be set in units cf a partition.

In a prefenred embodiment of the method of the invention, the substitution management is conducted

while at least one partition is divided Into a plurality of aitemative zones, and a piurality of prim© areas are

50 arranged successively in said partition.

In a preferred embodiment of tiie method of the invention, the substitution management is conducted

whge at least one partition Is divided into a plurality of alternative zones, and a plurality of primary defect list

areas are an^anged successively In said partition.

In a preferred embodiment of tiie metiiod of tiie invention^ tiie substitution management is conducted

S5 while at least one partition is divided into a plurality of alternative 2onds, and an operation of fetching a
primary defect list of an aitemative ZQn& in a partition which zone contains a recording and reproducing

area of data is followed by an operation of fetching a primary defect Ilst of another aitemative zone which is

in sad partition and follows saki aitemative zone.

3
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In a preferred embodiment of the method of the invention, address information of an aJternative sector

lo be used next in said primary spare area or secondary spare area is recorded in a lieader of said primary

defect list or secondary defect list.

In a preferred embodiment of the method of the invention, the information rocording medium is

s rewritable for a limited number of times, alternative sectors the number of which is greater than the

maximum number of defective sectors registrable In said primary defect list or secondary defect Hst are

allocated in said primary spare area or secondary spare area, and, when one of said aitemativo setters rs

defective, the recording operation is executed using another one of said alternative sectors which has not

been used.

10 In a prefe^ed embodiment of the method of the invention, the infbnnation reconding medium cannot be

rewritten, sectors, the number of which equals the number of defective sectors registrable rn said primary

defect list or secondary defect list, are allocated in said primary defect list area or secondary defect list

area, the updation of said primary defect list or secondary defect list is executed employing successively

unused sectore in said primary defect list erea or secondary defect list area, the sequence of employing

IB unused sectors beginning at one of said prim^ defect list area or secondary defect list area, and

using a primary defect list or secondary defect fist fetched from a sector which Is positioned immediately

before said employed unused sector.

The appau'atus for recording and reproducing information using a disk-shaped information recording

medium of this invention comprises a means for allocating st least one aitemative zone in said information

so recording medium, said alternative zone ccmpristng: a prime area for recording user data, said prime area

having a variable length which conresponds to the occurrence rate of defective sectors and to tlie volume

capacity or partition capacity; a primary spare area for recording alternative sectors which substitute

defective sectors; and a primary defect list area for recording a primary defect list of a fixed lengthy said

primary defect list holding the relationship between defective sectors and alternative sectors, a means for

25 managing defective sectors in units of an alternative zone by substituting the defective sectors detected in

said prime area with alternative sectors in said primary spare area; and by registering the defective sectore

in said primary defect list, a means for allocating a secondary alternative area in said information reconding

medium said secondary aiterna five area comprising: a secondary spare area for recording altemativ©

sectors for substituting defective sectors which cannot be substituted in said alternative zone; and a
30 secondary defect list area for recording a secondary defect list which holds the relationship [jetween

defective sectors and alternative sectors in said secondary spa-e area, a means for managing hier^chically

defective sectors by substituting defective sectors v\^ich cannot be substituted in said alternative zone, with

alternative sectors In said secondary area, and by registering the defective sectors in said secondary defect

list, and a means lor managing all areas formed in the volume by allocating a volume control area in ssM
35 information recording medium, and by recording volume control data in said volume control areat said

volume controi data including control data of said alternative zone, said partitions, said secondary alternative

area and an unused area.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, the volume control area Is divided into a
partition corrtrof area and an alternative zone control area, a partition control block holding control data

40 necessary for the allocation of partitions and the recording and reproducing of a file is formed to be
recorded rn said partition control area, and an alternative zone control block having control data necessary

for the recording and reproducing of data including the allocation of partitions and the substitution of

defective sectors is formed to be recorded In said aiternative zone control area.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, a defect control mode for identifying the

45 operation mods of the defect management is recorded as one part of partition control data and alternative

zone control data, thereby enabling the operation mode of the substitution management to be set in units of

a partition.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, a volume control bfock for storing control

data necessary for the operation of recording and reproducing data is generated to he recorded in said

so volume control area, said operation including the alIocatic»i of partitions, the recording and repnDducing of a

file, and the substitution of a defective sector.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of th© invention, a defect control mode fbr identifying the

operation mode of the defect management is recorded as one part of volume control data, thereby enabling

the operation mode of the substitution management to be set In units of a partition.

5S In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, the subsfitufran managem^ is conducted

while at least one partition is divided into a pluraKty of alternative zones, and a plurality of prime areas are

arranged successively in said partition.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the Invention, the substitotion management is conducted

4
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while at least one partition is divided into a plurality of altemative zones, and a pturaiity of primary detect list

areas are arranged successively in said partition.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, the substitution management is conducted
whrfe at least on© partition Is divided into a plurality of alternative zones, and an operation of fetching a

5 primary defect list of an alternative zone in a partition which zone contains a recording and reproducing

area of data is followed by an operation of fetchrng a primary defect list of another alternative zone which Is

in said partition and follows said ait^native zone,

In a prefeired embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, address information of an alternative sector

to be used next in said primary spare area or secondary spare area is recorded In a header of said primary

10 defect list or secondary defect list.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the Invention, the information recording medium Is

rewritable for a limited number of times, alternative sectors the number of which is greater than the

maximum number of defective sectors registeble In said primary defect list or secondary defect list are

allocated In said primary spare area or secondary spare area, and, when one of said alternative sectors is

TS defective, the recording operation Is executed using another one of said alternative sectors which has not

been used*

In a prefen-ed embodiment of the apparatus of the invention, tlie information recording medium cannot

be rewritten, sectors, tiie number of which equals the number of defective sectors registrable in said

primary defect list or secondary defect list, are allocated in said primary defect list area or secondary defect

20 list area, the updation of said primary defect list or secondary defect list is executed employing
successively unused sectors in said primary defect list area or secondary defect list area, the sequence of

employrng unused sectors beginning at one end of said primary defect iist area or secondary defect list

area, and using a primary defect list or secondary defect list fetched from a sector which is positioned

immediately before said employed unused sector,

25 According to the invention, defective sectors are managed in the units of altemattve zones which are
- fomned In accordance with the volume capacity or partition capacity and the occurrence rate of defective

sectors. Hence, control data for the substitution of defective sectors (I.e., the capacity of the primary defect

list) can always be small In size and fixed in length, thereby enabling the capacity of a buffer for storing the

primary defect list to be small, and also enabling ihe operation of retrieving the primary defect list to be
3Q rapidly conducted to reduce the time required for the operation* When a non-rewritable medium such as a

write-once optical disk is usod» the use of such a compact prime defect list can reduce ^e capacity of a
prime defect list area for recording new prime defect lists. When a medium in which the number of rewriting

information Is limited is used, the use of such a compact prime defect list can reduce the number of

rewriting the primary defect list. According to the Invention, further, the substitution of defective sectors are

36 conducted on the basis of tiie hierarchical data stnjw^re. Therefore, a medium In which many defective

sectors may be locally generated can be easily handled. The present invention achieves the excellent

defect management in an InfonnnatiQn recording medium tn which the number of the rewriting operations is

restricted or which is not rewritable,

4Q

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

This invention may be better understood and its numerous objects and advantages will become
46 apparent to those skilled in the art by reference to the accompanying drawings as follows:

Rgure 1 is a diagram illustrating the area arrangement of an information recording medium used in

one embodiment of tiie invention.

Rgure 2 Is a diagram Illustrating a volume control area in a first ombodiment of the invention,

Rgure 3 Is a diagram illustrating a volume control block in a second ombodiment of tiie invention*

50 Rgure 4 Is a diagram illustrating a primary defect list.

Rgurd 5 is a blodc diagram of an optical disk control apparatus according to the Invention.

Rgure 6 is a flow diart of the operation of reading an alternative zone control block,

Rgure 7 Is a flow chart of the operation of reading a partition control block.

Rgure 8 is a flow chart of the operation of registering a partition.

56 Rgure 9 is a flow chart of the operation of recording a file.

Rgure 10 is a flow ch£»t of the operation of reproducing a tile.

Rgure 11 is a diagram illustrating the recording area of control data in a write-once optical disk*

6
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Rg jre 1 illustrates diagrammatlcaily the arrangement of a medium such as an optical disk used In one

s ambodiment of the invention. In the medium of Fig. 1 , a plurality of partitrons are formed in one volume, and

the file management is conducted in the unit of partition. When a medium such as an optical disk apparatus

having a capacity of hundreds of MB is controlled by a general purpose OS such as the MS-DOS In which

the maximum capacity of the logical drive is restricted, the entire volume is divided into several partitions,

and each partition is regarded as one logicai drive when performing the file management- In the following

10 descriptron, one partition Is assigned to tiie entire volume except tiie case wtiereln the division of the

volume into partitions is necessary.

•According to the invention, the defect control can be performed in either of two operation modes, the

automode, and the host mode. In the automode, an optical disk control unit automaticaliy executes the

process of substituting a defective sector vAih another one, according to the procedure incorporated in the

15 unit By contrast, in the host mode, the host computer executes the substituting process according to a

specific procedure designated by the OS or application .program. These operation modes can be set in the

unit of partition. In a partition in which the automode is set, one or more alternative zones are formed as a

unit for performing the substitution of a defective sector. Hie number of the alternative zones depends on

the capacity of the partition or the occurrence rate of a defective sector. The alternative zone comprises: a

20 prime area in which user data are recorded; a primary spare area in which alternative sectors are recorded;

and a primary defect list area in which a primary defect list storing the relationship between defective

sectors and alternative sectors is recorded. Jf one partition comprises two or more alternative zones, the

prime areas of the alternative zones are successively allocated so that the user areas in which user data are

recorded are formed continuously in one partition.

25 A specific example cf the area allocation wilt be described with reference to Fig. 1. In this example, a

primary defect list having a capacity corresponding to one sector (1 KB) can register a maximum of 120

defective sectors^ and the rate of defective sectors is permitted to a masdmum of 0.4%. The maximum
capacity of a prinrte area of each aitemative zone Is given as follows.

120/(0.4%) ^ 30,000 (sectors)

= 30 MB

35 When a partition a is designated to have a user area Ua of 20 MB, therefore, the partition a is composed of

an alternative zone Za alone. In this case, the user area Ua equals a prime area Pa. A partition b designated

to have a user area of 50 MB is composed of two alternative zones Zb and Zc which have a prime area Pb

or Fc of 25 MB, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the prime area Pb of the alternative zone Zb and the

prime area Pc of the alternative zone Zc are successively formed so that the prime areas Pb and Pc

40 constitute a user area Ub,

The capacity of a primary defect list area varies depending on whether tiie medium is rewritable or not,

but within the same medium it is identical in ali aitemative zones which is set to the automode. IVIore

specifically, in a medium which cannot be rewritten, a primary defect list area can be rewritten the number
of times which equals the number of registered defective sectors, therefore, the number of sectors allocated

45 in a primary defect list equafs the maximum number (I.e., 120) of- defective sectors the data of which can be

registered in the primary defect list resulting In that tiie capacity of the primary defect list area Is 120 KB.

in a medlLffn which can be rewritten more than 120 times, a primary def^ list is updated in a same area

so that the capacity of the primary defect list area equals that of one sector (i.e., 1 K5)«

The capacity of a primary spare area also varies depending on whether the medium is rewritable or not

50 but it Is common in all aitemative zones which are set to the automode. For exarnpie, in spite that the

number of rewriting a medium is restricted to 100,000 times on an average, It is often tiiat such a medium
is requested to be rewritten more than 100.000 times. In such a case, defective sectors are substituted with

alternative sectors in a primary spare area, and some of these aitemative sectors may again become
defective sectors as the number of rewriting increases, thareby necessitating furflier alternative sectors to

55 be allocated in the primary spare area. Hence, the number of alternative sectors allocated in a primary

spare area are Increased, in proportion to the required rewriting number, to that greater than the maximum
number of registered defective sectors. For example, if the required rewriting number is 1,000.000.

alternathre sectors the number cf which is ten tbnes the maximum niffnber of registered defective sectors

6
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(that is, 1 .200 sectors) are allocated in a primary spare area, resulting in that the capacity of the primary
spare area is 1 .2 MB, In contrast, in a medium which is not rewritable or not Bmited in the number of

revwitings» aiternative sectors In the same number as the maximum number of registered defective sectors

are allocated in a primary spare area, and its capacity is 120 KB.

5 A partition c shown In Fig. 1 wherein the host mode is sot is assigned with a alternative zone Zd having
only a prime area Pd the capacity of which is the same as that of a user area Uc, Since this partftion has no
primary defect list area, the capacity of a prime area is not limited.

If defective sectors are detected m a greater number than a fixed value from a prime area or a primary
spar© area wherein the automode is set, it become impossible to conduct the process of substituting

10 defective sectors with alternative sectors within the same aitemative zone. This may be solved by forming a
secondary alternative area SSa which reconds the data of defective sectors which overflow the altemativ©

2on©. The secondary alternative area SSa comprises a secondary spare area SSs for recording altemativ©

sectors, and a secondary defect list area SSd for recording secondary defect list which store the

relationship between defective sectors and alternative sectors. Jho capacity of each of these areas is

IS detemnined accwding to the characteristics of the medium in the same manner as tiie primary defect list

areas and primary spare areas.

A volume control area is formed at the beginning of the volume. The volume control area manages the
above-mentioned partitions, aifernative zones and secondary aHarnative area, and as well as an unused area
wherein any partition has not been aJbcated.

so Rgure 2 shows a volume control area useful in an embodiment of the invention. The volume control

area of Rg. 2 is composed of a partition controi area and an alternative zone controi area. In the partition

control area, a partition control block holding data which are used in the file management by the host
computer is recorded, whereas, ki the alternative zone control area, an alternative control block holding data
neCGssary for the defect management is recorded. At the beginning of the partition control block, control

as data regarding the volume such as the capacity of tiie volume, the number of the registered partitions, and
data of the unused area (e.g.. the beginning address and the capacity) are recorded as a block header. This
block header is folbwed by a partition description holding the controi information of each partition. Each
partition description contains a partition ID of the corresponding partition » a defect management mode for

distinguishing the operation mode of the defect management, and control information of the user area (e.g.,

so the beginning address and the capacity), etc. When a partition is dvided into plural alternative zones, such
as in the partition b, the beginning address of tiie prime area Pb is registered as tiie beginning address of

the user area.

At the beginning of the alternative zona controi block, control data regarding the alternative zones such
as geometrical parameters of disk including tine number of tracks per volume and number of sectors per

55 track, the number of registered alternative zones, tiie capacity of the primary defect list area and primary
spare area, and control Information of the unused area and secondary alternative area (e.g., the beginning
address and the capacity) are recorded as a block header. This block header is followed by an alternative

zone description holding the control information of each alternative zone, Each alternative zone description
contains the be^nnlng addresses of flie primary defect lists and primary spar© areas for constituting the

40 corresponding aftemative zones, the control infomnation of tiie prime areas (e*g., the beginning address and
the capacity), and a defect management mode for distinguishing tiie operation mode of the defect
management Since a primary defect list area and prim^ spare area are not assigned in the alternative

zone set in the host mode, tiie beginning addresses of the primary defect list area and primary spare ^-aa
In the altemative zc»ie description are not actually given.

45 Rgure 3 shows another volume control area useful in an embodiment of the invention. The volume
control area of Rg. 3 records a volume control block all control data regarding the volume. At the beginning
of the volume control block, contrt)! data regarding the entire disk such as the geometrical parameters of

the disk Including tiie number of trat^ per volume and the number of sectors per track, the number of

registered p^Etlons. tiie capacities of the primary defect list area and primary spare area, and control

60 Information of the unused area and secondary altemative area (e.g., the beginning address and the
capacity) are recorded as a block header. This block header Is followed by a partition description holding

the control Infbrmation of each partitfon. In each partition description, tiie partition ID of the coresponding
partition, the defect management mods for distinguishing the operation mode of the defect management,
the number of registered alternative zones, the control infonmatlon of the user area (e.g., the beginning

55 address and the capacity), and otiier control information of the entire partition are recorded as a partition

header. This partition header is followed by tiie record of the alternative zone description holding the control

Information of each aitemathre 2one constituting tiie partition. Ti^s altemative zone description contains the
beginning addresses of tiie primary defect list areas and primary spare areas for constituting the
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corresf3onding aJternative zones, and the control information of the prime areas (©.g., the beginning address

and the capacity).

Figure 4 illustrates a primary dafect list. At the beglnnfng of the primary defect list, the number of

defective entries and an alternative pointer indicating the address of the alternative sector to be used next

5 are recorded as a list header This list header is followed by defect entries each of v/hich contains tfie

address of the corresponding defective sector and the address of the altemative sector for substituting is.

The secondary defect list has the same data structure as the pilm^ defect list described above.

Figure 5 is a blocl€ diagram of an optica! disk controller 1 used in an embodiment of the invention. The

controller t comprises a main control unit 2 having a microprocessor for controlling the optical disk

TO controller l according to th© control sequence stored therein, a host interface circuit 4, a transfer data buffer

5, a control data buffer 6, an error detection and corrsfdion circuit 7, and a recording and reproducing

control drcuit 8. These componenfe are interconnected by internal buses 3. The main control unit 2

exchanges drive commands and drive sense data with an optical disk drive 10 by way of a drive interface 9.

The transfer data buffer 5 stores recorded^reproduced data to be transferred to and from a host computer

75 12. The control data buffer 6 contains the alternative zone controi block* volurte control block, primary

defect list and secondary defect list which are used as the disk control information by the main control unit

2. The host interface circuit 4 is connected to the host connputer 12 via a host interface 11 such as SCSI,

and exchanges the control information such as device command and sense data with the n^ain control tjnit

Z, and also transfers recorded^reproduced data to the transfer data buffer 5 through the internal bus 3.

20 When recording data, the error detection and con-ectlon circuit 7 reads out data to be recorded fixim ^e
transfer data buffer 5 or controi data buffer 6 through the internal bus 3, and adds an error detection and

correction code to the data. The recording and reproducing control circuit 3 reads out the data to which an

error detection and correction code has been attached, from the transfer data buffer 5 or controi data buffer

6, and transfers them through the drive Interface 9 to the optical disk drive 10 In which an optical disk 13

25 has been mounted. When reproducing data, the recording and reproducing control circuit 8 demodulates

reproduced data which have been transfen-ed from the optical drsk drive 10 through the drive interface 9,

and ^en writes demodulated data Into the transfer data buffer 5 or control data buffer 6. The error detection

and correction circuit 7 reads demodulated data from these buffers, and detects and corrects errors in the

data by using the error detection and correction code,

30 The operation of the optical disk controder 1 will be described by way of illustrating two examples, tn a

first example, as shown in i=ig. 2, the paitition control block to be used in the file management and the

alternative zone control block to be used In the defect management are recorded in the vofume control

area. By contrast, in a second example, the volume control block holding ail control data necessary for the

volume control is recorded in the volume control area^ as shown in Fig. 3. For the sake of simplicity of

35 explanation, it is supposed that the volume control block, partition control block, the alternative zone control

block, primary defect list and secondary defect list have a capacity corresponding to one secfnr. In

following, the operation for a rewritable optical disk will be described first, followed by a description for a

write-once optical disk.

The first example Is described below with respect to the operations of reading control data, registering-

40 partitions, and recording and reproducing a file accompanied by the substitution process of defective

sectors. To begin vwth, the action of the optical disk controller 1 lor reading out the alternative zone control

block and secondary defect list into the contoi data buffer 6 at the time of loading the disk is explained with

reference to the flow chart of Fig. 6.

(A) When the opScal disk drive 10 detects that a new disk ts loaded in the apparatus, it notices the

45 loading of the disk to the main control unit 2 through the drive interface 9. The main control unit 2, receiving

this information, sends out a drive command to the optical disk drive 10 through the drive interface 9 to

seek the alternative zone control area, When the optical disk drive 10 notices the end of the seek operation

to the main controi unit 2 through the diive interface 9, the main control unit 2 specifies the address of the

alternatfve zone control area as the target sector address to the recording and reproducing control circuit 8.

50 and starts the data reproducing operation. The recording and reprodudng control drcuit 8 detects the target

sector, and attempts to reproduce the data from the target sector.

(B) When the alternafivo zone controi area has not yet been recorded, the main control unit 2 detects

the nonrecord flag sent out from the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and consequently

produces in the control data buffer 5 an alternative zone control block having only a block header in which

55 the number of registered alternative zones is zero, and a secondary defect list having only a list header in

which the number of registered defect entries is zero are generated.

(C) On the other hand, when the alternative zone cont^l area has been already recorded, the recording

and reproducing ccmtrol circuit 3 demodulates the data read out from the optical disk drive 10^ and transfers

8
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them to the control data buffer 6, When the transfer of the reproduced data is completed^ the main control

unit 2 starts tfie error detection and correction circiJit 7 to correct errors m tii© reproduced data, and the

alternative zone control block which has been read out Is stored in the control data buffer 6.

(D) When the alternative zorre control block is read out, the main control unit 2 reads out the control

s data in the secondary alternative area recorded in the alternative zone control block The main control unit

2, in the sanne procedure as in (A), seeks the secondary defect list area, and attempts to reproduce the

secondary defect (let.

(E) If the secondary defect list area has not yet been recorded, a nonrecord flag sent out from the

recording and reproducing control circuit 8 is detected, and consequentiy the main control unit 2 generates

10 in the control data buffer 6 a secondary defect list having only a list header In which the number of defect

entries registered in the secondary defect list is zero.

(F) On the other hand, when the secondary defect list area has been already recorded, the recording
and reproducing control circuit 8 demodulates the data read out from the optical disk dnve 10. and transfers

them to the control data buffer 6. Wh&n the transfer of the reproduced data is over, the main control unit 2
75 starts the enror detection and correction circuit 7 to connect errors in the reproduced data, and the

secondary defect list is stored in the control data buffer 6.

As a result of the above-described operation, the alternative zone control block and secondary defect

list which have been read out from the optical disk are stored in the control data buffer 6. If the alternative

zone conb-ol area or the secondary defect list area Is in ttie unrecorded state, the alternative zone control

20 block or secondary defect list meaning the unused state is generated In ttie control data buffer 6,

Then, the operation of the host computer for reading out the partition control block which is executed
prior to the operation of recording partctions or recording and reproducing a file will be described with

reference to the flow chart of Fig, 7.

(G) Ihs host computer 12 sends out a device command (READ Command) specifying tho partition

35 control area as the data reproducing area. The main control unit 2 reads out and interprets the device
command taken into the host interface circuit 4, and Ihen seeks the partftfon control area in the same
procedure as in (A), and attempts to reproduce the partition control block.

(H) Whwi the partition control area has been aJready recorded, the recording and reproducing control

circuit 8 demodulates the data read out from the optlcai disk drive 10, and transfers them to the transfer

30 data buffer 5. The main conirol unit 2 starts the error detection and conecUon circuit 7 to correct errors in

the reproduced data. Then, the main control unit 2 starts the host interface circuit 4 to transfer the
reproduced data from the transfer data buffer 5 to the host computer 12, The reproduced data is stored In

the host computer 12 as the partition control block.

(I) On the other hand, if the partition control area has not yet been recorded, the main control unit 2
35 detects a nonrecord flag sent out from the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and generates sense

data meaning that the target sector is in the unreccH-ded state, and ii^onns it to the host computer 12
through the host interface circuit 4, The host computer 12. in turn, detects the unrecorded state of the

partition control area, and generates a volume control block having only a block header In this block
header, the number of registered partitions is given as zero, aid the control data of the unused area

40 meaning that tlie entire volume is in the unused state is registered.

In this processing sequence, the host computer preserves the parti^on control block therein.

Next, the operation of the host computer 12 for registering a new partition is described below vwth

reference to the flow chart of Rg. 8.

(J) The host cxjmputer 12 generates the beginning address of the unused area read out from the block

45 header of the partition control block held in the computer, the capacity of the partition to be registered, and
the device command (ASSIGN PARTITION Command) which contains the operation mode of the defect

management of the defective sector, and sends out the device command to the host interface circuit 4. The
main control unit 2 reads out and interprets the device command from the host interface circuit 4, and
interprets it to assign cert^n alternative zones from the beginning of the unused area, depending on the

so (deration mode of the defect management specified by the device command and the capacit/ of the

partition. The main control unit 2 then generates the alternative zone description holding the controi data of

the newly assigned attematWe zone, and updates the alternative zone ccMitroi block heid in the control data
buffer

(K) Thereafter, the main control unit 2 sends out a drive command to the optical disk drive 10, and
55 executes the seek operation again in the aiternative zone control area. When the seek operation is over, the

main control unit 2 starts the error detection and confection circuit 7 to attach an error detection and
correction code to the alternative zone control block in tiie control data buffer 6 which is the data to be
recorded. Further, the main control unit 2 designates the address in the alternative zone control area as tiie

9
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target sector address to the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and starts tlie data recording

operation, thereby recording the recorded data In the alternative zone control area.

(L) The main control unit 2 generates the sense data holding tiie beginning address of the user area in

the newly fomned partrtlon and the control data of the unused area after the registration of the partition, and

5 transfers it to the host computer 12 by way of the host interface circuit 4. The host computer 12 rewrites tiie

bloci< header of the partition control block relating to the number of registered partitions and the control data

of the unused area, according to ttie transferred sense data, and additionally regrslars the partition

description In which the control data of a new partition Is held, thereby updating the partition control hlock.

(M) In order to record the updated partition control block, the host computer 12 sends out a device

w command (WRITE Command) specifying the partition control area as the data recording area. The main

control unit 2 reads out the device command from the host IntBrface circuit 4, and interprets it to send out

the drive command to the opfeal disk drive 10. fhereby executing the seek operation against the partition

control area. When the seek action rs over, the mam control unn 2 starts the host interface circuit 4 to

transfer the partition control block from the host computer 12 to the transfer data buffer 5. Then, the main

J5 control unit 2 starts the error detection and correction circuit 7 to add an error detection and correction code

to the recorded data in the transfer data buffer 5. Further, the main control unit 2 specifies an address of tha

partition control area as the target sector address to the recording and reproducing control circuit 8. and

executes the data recording operation, thereby recording the partition control blodc in the partition control

area.

20 By this processing sequence for registering partitions, a new alternative zone is assigned in the unused

area in the disk, and the updated partition control block and alternative zone control block area are

recorded.

Referring row to the flow chart of Fig. 9» the operafion of recording data In a ffle accompanied by the

detection of a defective sector and the substitution tiiereof in a partitrcn wherein the operation mode of the

25 defect management is set to the automode.

(N) The host computer 12 sends out the device command (WRITE Command) in which the file

recording area Is specified. The main control unit 2 reads out the device command from the host interface

drcuit 4. identifies the altemative zone contanfng the recording area of the file by referring to the alternative

zone control block held In the control data buffer 6, and roads out the alternative zone description holding

30 ttie control data of the alternative zone. Next. In the same procedure as in (A), the main control unit 2

executes the seek acdon against the primary def^ list area in this altemative zone, and attempts to

reproduce the primary defect list.

(0) When the primary defect list area has been already recorded, the recording and reproducing control

circuit 8 demodulates the data read out from the optical disk drive 10, ^d transfers them to the control data

35 buffer 6. The main control unit 2 starts the error detection and correctk)n circuit 7 to correct errors in the

reproduced data. Thereafter, the main control unit 2 searches the primary defect list fetched to the control

data buffer 6 for defective sectors contained In the file recording area. If the number of the defect entries

recorded in the primary defect list reaches the maximum number of defect entries that can be registered in

the list, the main control unit 2 searches also the second defect list stored In the control data bufler 6 for

40 defective sectors contained In the file recording area, if defective sectors are found, the main control unit Z
reads out the defect entries which control such defective sectors, and holds them Inside it.

(P) When the primary defect list area has not yet been recorded, the main control unit 2 detects a

nonrecord flag sent out from the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and then it is judged that the

primary defect list is in tfie unrecorded state. The primary defect list having only the list he^er is

45 generated in the control data buffer 6. In this list header, the number of registered defect entries is given as

zero, and the address of the first sector in the priinary spare area is given as an alternative pointer.

(Q) The main control unit 2 sends out a drive command to the optical disk drive 10, and seeks the

target sector which is the sector assigned as a file recording area- When the assigned sector Is judged in

the procedure of (0) to be a defectlva sector, the main control unit 2 sends out a drive command specifying

50 an alternative sector replacing the defective sector as the target sector, and executes the seek operation

against the primary spare area or secondary spare area. When the seek operation is over, the main control

unft 2 starts the host interface drcult 4 to transfer the data to be recorded from the host computer 12 to the

transfer data buffer 5* The main control unit 2 starts the error detection and control circuit 7 to add an error

detection and correction code to the reconJed data. Moreover, the main control unit 2 specifies the target

55 sector address to the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and starts tt^ data r9Con:!ing actk}nr

thereby recording data in the target sector. These data recording operations are executed on all sectors

as^gned as a file recording area.

(R) Tlie main control unit 2 sends out again a drive command to the optical disk drive 10, and executes

10
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the operation of seeking the target sector which Is the sector assigned as a file recording area. At this time,

when the assigned sector is judged in the procedure of (0) to be a defective sector, the main control unit 2

sends out a drive comm^d spedfying an alternative sector replacing the defective sector as the target

sector, and the seek operation is executed in the primary spare area or secondary spare area. When the

5 seek operation is over, the main control unit 2 specifies the target sector address to the recording and

reprodudng control circuit 8^ and starts the data reproducing operation. The recording and reproducing

control circuR: 8 demodulates the reproduced data fransfenred from the optical disk drive 10, and sends

them out to the transfer data buffer 5. Then, the main control unit 2 starts the error detection and correction

circuit 7. and attempts to detect ewors contained in the reproduced data. If the degree of an error detected

10 by the error detection and correction circuit 7 is smaller than the spedfied reference value (in other words,

if the error can be corrected by the error detection and con'ection drcult 7), the main control unit 2 judges

that the verify operaflon against the target sector has been nonmally terminated (i.e., without defecting any

error). On the other hand, when an error exceeding the reference value is detected In the target sector, the

main contrd unit 2 judges that the target sector is a defective sector, and holds the address of the defective

IS sector.

(S) When a defective sector is detected, the main control unit 2 refers to tiie list header of "the primary

defect list stored in the control data buffer 6, and sequentially assigns to the detected defective sectors

unused alternative sectors sequentially from one end of the primary spare area. Then, the main ccntroi unit

2 registers new defect entries into the primary defect list in the control data buffer 6, and updates ifte list

20 header. If no unused entry e>dsts fin the primary detect list or no unused sector in the primary spare area,

the substitution operation is disabled. In such a case, unused alternative sectors are sequentially assigned

to those defective sectors from one end of the secondary spare area to such defective sector. The main

control unit 2 then registers new defect entries in the secondary defect nst stored in the control data buffer

6 and updates the list header.

25 (T) The main controi unit 2 sends out a drive command to the optical disk drive 10 to seeic the assigned

alternative sector. When the seek operation is over, the main control unit 2 starts the error detection and
con-ectiofi circuit 7 to add an error detectton sm^ correction code to the recorded data which have been
stored in the transfix data buffer 5 in the procedure of (Q). and th^-eafter specifies an alternative sector

address as a target sector address to the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and executes tiie data

30 recording operation- When tiie data recording operation is over, the main control unit 2 executes the verify

operation against the alternative sector in the same way as the procedure of (R).

(U) When the verify operation on the target sector is normally terminated in the procedure (R), or when
the substitution operation on the defective sector In which a verify en^r has been detected is finished In the

procedure of (S) and (T). the main controi unit 2 executes the above-mentioned process on all sectors

36 assigned as the file recording area*

(V) Whan the verity operation on sJI sectors and the ^bstStutfon operation on the detected defective

sectors are over, the main control unit 2 checks If the primary defect list and secondary defect list have

been updated or not In the control data buffer 6. When the primary defect list has been updated, the main

control unit 2 sends out a drive command to the optical dfsk drive 10 to seek tiie primary defect list area

40 When ^e seeic operation Is over, the main controi unit 2 starts the en^or detection and correction drcult 7,

and adds the emr detection and correction code to the primary defect M in the control data buffer 6,

Specifying the address in the primary defect list area as the target sector address to the recording and
reprodudng control circuit 8 to start the data recording operatioRr the data are recorded in the primary

defect list area. When the secondary defect list is iqsdated, the secondary defect fist in the secondary

46 defect list area is updated and recorded in the same proc^ure as mentioned above.

in the afore-mentioned processing sequence, the recording operation of file is executed in the partition

in which the operation mode of the defect management is set to the automode. The dependence of the

allocation procedure of alternative sectors in procedure (S) on the area of detecting defective sectors wili be
supplementarily described. First* a defective sector detected from the prime area and that detected from

50 the primary spare area have a different criterion for judging whether the defective sector can he replaced

within the altemative zone or not. In other words, if a defective sector has been detected from the prime

area, in order to replace this defective sector within the alternative zone. It Is necessary that an unused
alternative sector be present in tie primary spare area, and that an unused entry be present in tiie primary

defect list On the other hand, if a defective sector has been detected from the primary spare area, this

56 defective sector can be replaced within tiie altemative zone as far as an unused alternative sector is present

In the primary spare area, because this altemative sector already has a defect entry in the primary defect

list According to tiiis criterion, when a detected defective sector f& judged to be unable to be replaced

within the alternative zone, an aitemative sector In the secondary spare area which sector is in the unused

11
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state is used. T:i5 second point is the processing sequanca relating to the updation and rscord of the

control data of a cafectr/e sector. Wtien an aJternatlve sector within a secondary spare area is assigried to a

cfefBct've seci::r detected in the primary spare area, the main control unit 2 registers a new defect entry in

the secondap/ csfect list, and deletes the unnecessary defect entry from the primary delect list. On -the

5 other hand, when a detective sector is detected in the prime area» only the operation of registering a new
defect entry in ihe secondary defect list is executed.

The recordlrg operation of file In the partffion in which the operation mode of the defect management is

set to the hosi mode is executed as foiiows. The main controi unit 2 reads out a device command (WRITE
Command) sent from the host computer 12 from the host interface circuit 4. and sends out a drive

w command to the optical disic drive 10 to seek the target sector In which the data is to be recorded, when
the end of the seek operation is noticed from the opticai di^ drive 10, the main control unit Z starts the

host interface circuit 4. and trarisfers the data to be recorded from the host computer ^^ into the transfer

data buffer 5. Then, tha main controi unit 2 starts the error detection and correction circuit 7 to add an error

detection and correction code to the recorded data, and further starts the recording and repnDducing control

75 circuit 8, ther^y executing the data recording operation against the target sector assigned in the Hie

recording area. When such a data recording operation has been conducted on all sectors assigned as a fife

recording area, the main controi unit 2 executes the verify operation to all sectors in which data have been
recorded. That is. the main control unit 2 starts the reconjfng and reproducing control circuit 8 to

demodulate the reproduced data transferred from the optical disk cb'ive 10, and sends them to the transfer

20 data buffer 5. Then, the main control unit 2 starts the enror detection and correction circuit 7, thereby

attempting to detect enrors contained In the reproduced data. When the en-or detection and correction

circuit 7 detects from the target sector an error the degree of which exceeds the reference value, the main

control unit 2 generates sense data meaning that this target sector Is a defective sector, and notiCBS it to

the host computer 12 through the host interface circuit 4, thereby finishing the exeaition of the device

26 command. At this time, the host computer 12 executes the process of substituting defective sectors

according to the procedure specified by the OS or application program.

in the partition where the automode is set as the operatbn mode of tiie defect management, the file

reproduction operation accompanied by the operation of reproducing data from the alternative sector is

explained below by referring to the flow chart of Fig, 10.

3Q (W) The host computer 12 sends out a device command (READ Command) specifying the fiie

reproducing area. The main controi unit 2 reads out the device connmand from the host interface circuit 4,

and identifies tiie alternative zone containing the file reproducing area by referring to the alternative zone

control block stored in the control data buffer 6, and reads out the alternative zone description holding its

control data. Next, In the same procedure as in <A), the main control unit 2 executes the seek operation

3& against the primary defect list area of the alternative zone, and attempts to reproduce the primary delect

list. When a nonrecord flag meaning that the target sector is unrecorded is sent out from the recording and

reproducing control circuit 8, the main controi unit 2 detects that the primary defect list is in the unrecorded

state, and judges that the defective sector Is not present in the alternative zone containing the file

reproducing area.

40 pQ When the primary defect list area has been already recorded, the recording and reproducing control

circuit 8 demodulates the data read out from the optical disk drh^ 10, and transfers them to the control data

buffer 6< The main control unit 2, starts the error detection and correction circuit 7, and corrects the errors

in the reproduced data. The main controi unit 2 searches the primary defect list read out into the controi

data buffer 6 for defective sectors contained in the file recording area, if the number of the registered

45 defective entries reaches the maximum number of defect entries that can be registered In the primary -

defect list, the main controi unit 2 searches the secondary defect list stared in the control data buffer 6 for

defective sectors contained in the file recording area also. When a defective sector is detected, Uie main

control unit 2 reads out the defect entry controlling the defective sectors and store it therein.

(Y) The main control unit 2 sends out a drive command to the optical disk drfve 10, and executes the

50 seek operation against the target sector which is a sector assigned as a file reproducing area. When the

assigned sector ^s Judged to be a defective sector in the procedure of (X), the main control unit 2 sends a

drive command for designating the alterratlva sector Instead of the defective sector as the target sectori

and seeks the primary spare area or secondary spare area. When the seek operation is over, the main

control unit 2 specifies the target sector address to the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and

55 starts the data reproducing operation. Next, the recording and reproducing control circuit 8 demodulates the

data transferred from the optical disk drive 10, and sends them to the transfer data buffer 5. The main

contarol unit 2 starts the error detection and correction circuit 7 to correct errors in the repnsduced data.

Thereafter, the main controi unit 2 starts the host interface circuit 4, and transfers the repnsduced data from
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the transfer data buffer 5. The data reproducing operation id executed on all sectors assigned as a file

reproducing area.

According to this procedure, the file readmg-out operation (s executed from the partifion where the

automode is set as the oporatton mode, of the defect management. On the other hand, in the partition where

5 the host mode is set as the operation mode of the defect management, ther» is no possibility of accessing

the alternative area. Therefore, the sectors assigned as a file r^roduclng area are subjected to only the

same data reproduction operetfon as In procedure {Y).

The operation of searching the primary defect list during the file recording operaton and reproducing

operation in the partition where the defect management is set to the automode is supplementarlly described

w below. In the operating procedure described with reference to Rgs. 9 and 10, the operation of searching the

primary defect list is always conducted prior to the data recording operation or reproducing operation.

However, once the file recording operation or file reproducing operation is executed, the primary defect list

is stored in the control data buffer 6. When the file recording operation or file reproducing operation is

executed again in the same alternative zone, therefore, the operation of searching the primary defect fist is

7S not required. In other words, tlie mdn control unit 2 intwprets the device command, and judges whether the

primary defect list of the altemative zone containing the recording area or reproducing area of the file is

stored in the control data buffer 6 or not When the primary defect list is found In the controi data buffer 6,

steps (N) and (P) in Fig. 9 or step (W) in Rg. 10 may be skipped. Second, rn the operating pn^cedure

described by refenring to Rgs. 9 and 10, the file recording area and reproducing area are supposed to be
20 present in a single alternative zone. Actually, however, if the partition is divided into plural alternative zones

as shown in the partition b in Fig* 1, the file recording area or reproducing area may spread over plural

alternative zones. In such a case, ail the related primary defect lists must be searched and read out. Third,

in an apparatus for recordhg a file of a large capacity such as that fdr inrkage data, it Is often that data are

divided so as to be stored In several files in view of the characteristics of a host computer. In such a case, it

25 Is predicted that the file recording areas and reproducing areas be continuous witiiin a parttion. Therefore,

in both an attemalive zone containing the file reoordlng area and reproducing area and another alternative

zone positioned ahead of that alternative zone, the process for reading out the primary defect list Is

executed continuousiy, resulting in that the number of ejcecutions of the seek operation between the p'rimary

defect list area and the prfme area can be reduced, and the access lime may be shortened. In such a case,

30 it is preferable to dispose successively ail primary defect list areas contained In a s^e partition.

The second e>campJ© will be described. In the second example, the volume control Mod? for holding atl

control Information necessary for volume control is recorded in the volume control area as shown in Fig. 3.

The second example, as compared with the first example, differs in the operation of reading the volume
control block and also In the operation of registering a new partition. The operation of reading the volume

3S controi btock when loading the disk can be explained by replacing the aitemative zone control block with

the volume control block, and by replacing the aitemative zone control area with the volume control area in

the process shown in Rg. 6. In sum^ the main control unit 2 searches the volume control area to read out

the volume controi block, and stores them in the control data buffer 6. According to the control data of the

secondary alternative area whteh are recorded in the volume control block, the main control unit 2 fetches

40 the secondary defect list and stores it in the control data buffer 6. On the oUier hand, when the volume
control area or secondary defect list area is in the unrecorded state, the main control unit 2 generates in the

control data buffer Q a volume control block having only a volume header or a secondary defect list having

only a list header Nd)4 in the state that the volume control block is stored in the controi data buffer, the

host computer 12 sends out a device command (MODE SENSE Command) for obtaining the control data of

46 the partition formed on the disk The main control unit 2 interprets the device command taken in Wie host

Interface circuit 4, and, as shown in Rg. 2, generates a partition control block from the volume control block

stored in the confrol data buffer 6. and sends it out to the host computer 12 a$ the mode sense data. As a
result, the volume control block and secondary defect list are accepted Into the controi data buffer 6, end
the host computer 12 stores the partition control block.

50 The operation Of registering a partition is executed as follows. The host computer 12 generates and
sends out a device command (ASSIGN PARTITION Command) carrying the beginning address of the

unused area read out from the header of the parfitlon control block stored inskfe, the capadty of the

partition to be registered, and the operation mode of the defect management. The main control unit 2 reads

out and Interprets ttie device command taken into the host interface circuit 4, and assigns certain altemativo

55 zones from the beginning of the umjsed area, dependng on the operation mode of the dsffect management
specified by the device command and the capacity of the partition. The main controi unit 2 then generates

a partition description holding the control data of the partition newly assigned, and updates the volume
control block tn the control data buffer 6. The main control unit 2 starts the error detection and correction

13
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circuit 7 and the recording and reproducing control circuit 8, and records the updated volume control block

in tlie volume control area, and finishes the execution of the device command. Finally, the host coniputer 12
sends out a device command (MODE SENSE Command) in order to confinm the registered partition, and
the msfn confroJ unit 2 generates again the partition control block, as shown in F\g. 2, from the volume

s control block stored in the control data buffer 6, and sends it out to the host computer 12 as the mode
sense data. The host computer 12 updates the partition control block stored therein on the basis of the

contents of the received mods sense data, and lemiinates the operation of registering a partition.

The above-mentioned description relates to a rewritable optical disk, and the control data of the volume
control block, partition control block, alternative zone control block, primary defect list and secondary defect

10 list are all supposed to be updated and recorded In the same area- However, in an information recording

medium that is not rewritable such as a write-once optical disk, data cannot be updated or recorded within

the same area. Hereinafter, the structure of the control data In a write-once optical disk and the recording
and reproducing procedure therefor will be described by taking the volume control block as an example.
Rgure 11 iiiustrates a volume control area fornned in a write-once optical disk. As shown in Fig. 11, many

75 areas for recording volume controJ blocks are as^gned in the volume control area. In the operation of

recording a new partition, the volume control block Is updated and recorded by using unused sectors

consecutively from one end of the volume control area. Therefore, many volume control blocks over
generations are recorded in the volume control area, and the latest one among them is that recorded
immediately before the unused area. In the operation of reading the volume control block when an optical

20 disk is foaded, the data reproduction operation is executed consecutiveiy from the sector positioned at one
end of the volume control area, and the one which is reproduced last and positioned immediately before the

unused sectors is regarded as the latest voiume control bkDck, and is stored in the control data buffer 6.

The same data structure and recording and reproducing procedure are applied to the partition corrtrc*! block,

aiternaftvB 2on6 control block, primary defect list, secondary defect list and other control data,

25 It is understood that various other modifications will be apparent to and can be readily made by those

Skilled In the art without departing from the scope and spirit of this invention. Accordir^ly, it is not intended

that the scope of the claims appended hereto be limited to the description as set forth herein, but rather

that the blalms be construed as encompassing all the features of patentable novelty that reside in the
present invention. Including 3\\ features that would be treated as equivalents thereof by those skilled In the

30 art to which this invention pertains.

Claims

35 1. A method of managing defective sectors In a disk*shaped infomiatlon recording medium in which the

recording and reproducing of Infbrmatron are conducted In units of a sector, comprising the steps of

allocating at least one alternative zone in said information recording medium, saJd alternative zone
comprising: a prime area for recording user data, said prime area having a variable length which

corresponds to the occunrenca rate of defective sectors to the volume capacity or partition capacity: a
40 primary spara area for recording alternative sectors which substitute defective sectors; and a primar/ defect

Bst area for recording a primary defect list of a fixed lengtii, said primary defect list holding the relationship

between defective sectors and alternative sectors,

managing defective sectors in units of an altematlve zone by substituting the defective sectors detected in

said prime area with alternalfve sectors In said primary spare area, and by registering the defective sectors

45 in said primary defect {ist,

allocating a secondary alternative area In said information recording medium, said secondary alternative

area comprising; a secondary spare area for recording alternative sectors for substituting defective sectors

which cannot be substlfeited in sad altematlve zone: and a secondary defect list area for recording a

secondary defect list which holds the reiattonshlp between defective sectors and alternative sectors in said

60 secondary spare area,

managing hierarchically defective sectors by substituting defective sectors which cannot be substituted in

said alternative zone, with aJternative sectors in said secondary area, and by registering the defective

sectors in said secondary defect list, and

managing ad areas formed in the volume by allccating a volume control area in said information recording

55 medium, and by recording volume control data In said volume control area, said volume controi data

Inciuding control data of said alternative zone, said partitions, said secondary aifemative area and an

unused area.

Z A method according to claim 1, wherein said volume control area is divided into a partition control
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area and an alternative zone control area, a partition control block hoiding control data necessary tor the

aBccation of partitions and ihe recording and reproducing of a file Is fomieci to be recorded In said partition

control area, and an alternative zone control block having control data necessary for the recording and

reproducing of data Inclucifng tlie ^location of partitions and the substitution of defective sectors is formed

5 to be recorded In said altemati^re zone control area.

3. A niethod according to claim 2. wherein a defect control mode for identifying the operation mode of

the defect management is recorded as one part of partition controi data and alternative zone control data,

thereby enafciling the operation mode of the substitution management to be set in units of a paiUtlon.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein a volume control block for storing control data necessary for

10 the operation of recording and reproducing data Is generated to be recorded in said volume control area,

said operation including the allocation of partitions, the recording and reproducing of a fOe, and the

substitution of a defective sector.

5. A method according to claim 4. wherein a defect control mode for Identifying the operation mode of

the defect management is recorded as one part of volume controi date, thereby enabling the operation

79 mode of the substitution management'to be set in units of a partition.

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein the substitution management is conducted while at least ore

partition is divided Into a plurality of alternative zones, and a plurality of prime areas are an'anged

successively in said partition*

7. A method according to claim 1 , wherein the substibjtion management Is conducted while at least one

20 partftjon is divided into a plurality of aiternative zones, and a plurality of primary defect list areas are

arranged successively In said partition.

8. A metiiod according to claim 1, wherein the substitution management is conducted while at (east one

partition is divided into a plurality of alternative zones, and an operation of fetehrng a primary defect list of

an alternative zone tn a partition which ^one contains a recording and reproducing area of data Is foliowed

£5 by an operation of fetching a primary defect list of another aiternative zone which is in said partition and

follows said altemaHve zone.

9. A method according to claim 1, wherein address information of an alternative sector to be used next

in said primary spare area or secondary spare area is recorded in a header of s^d primary defect list or

secondary defect list,

30 10. A method according to claim 1» wherein said inibrmatron recording medium is rewritable for a
limited number of times, alternative sectors the number of which ts greater than the maximum number of

defective sector's registrable in said primary defect list or secondary defect list are allocated in said primary

spare area or secondary spare aresr and, when one of said aitemative sectors is defective, the record

operation is executed using anotiier one of said aitemative sectors which has not been used.

55 11, A method according to claim 1, wherein said information recording medium cannot be rewritten,

sectors, the number of which equals the number of defective sectors registrable in said primary defect list

or secondary defect list are allocated in said primary defect list area or secondary defect list area, tiie

updation of said primary defect list or secondary defect list is executed employing successively unused

sectors in said primary defect list area or secondary defect list area* ti\6 sequence of employing unused
40 sectors beginning at one end of said primary defect list area or secondary defect list area* and using a

primary defect list or secondary defect list fetched from a sector which is positioned immediately before

said employed unused sector.

12. An apparatus for recording and reproducing information using a disk-shaped Information recording

medium in which the recording and rejxoducing of information are conducted in units of a sector*

4S comprising

a means for aitocattng at least one altemativa zone in said information recording medium^ said alternative

zone comprising: a prime area lor recording user data, said prime area having a variable length wiiich

corresponds to the occurronce rate of defective sectors and to the volume capacity or partition capacity; a
primary spare area for recording alternative sectors which substitute defective sectors; and a primary defect

60 list area for recording a primary defectlist of a fixed length, said primary defect list holding the relationship

between defective sectors and atternattve sectors,

a means for managing defective sectors In units of an aitemative zone by substituting the defective sectors

detected In said prime area with alteme^iva sectors in sakd primary spare area, and by registering the

defective sectors in said primary defect list,

56 a means for allocating a secondary alternative area In said Information recording medium, s^d secondary

alternatlvo area comprising: a secondary spare area for recording alternative sectors for substltojting

defective secj^rs which 6annot be substituted in said altemefive zone; and a secondary defect list area for

recon^lng a secondary defect list which holds tiie relationship between defective sectors and alternative
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sectors in said secondary spare area,

a means for managing hierarchically defective sectors by substitirti'ng defective sectors which car^not be
substituted in said alternative zone, witii alternative sectors in said secondary area, and by registering the

defective sectors in said secondary defect list, and

a nneans for managing all areas formed In the volume by allocating a volume control area in said

information recording medium, and by recording volume control data in said volume control area, said

volume control data including control data of said alternative zone, said partitions, said secondary alternative

area and an unussd area.

13. An apparatus according to claim 12, wiierein said volume control area is divided into a partition

control area and an alternative zone cont-ol area, a partition control block holding confro* data necessary for

the allocation of partitions and the recording and reproducing of a file Is formed to bo recordsd tn said

partition control area, and an alternative zone control block having control data necessary for the recording

and reproducing of data including the allocation of partitions and the substitution of defective sectors is

formed to be recorded in said alternative zone control area.

t4. An apparatus according to claim 13, wherein a defect control mode for Identifying the operation

mode of the defect management is recorded as one part of partition control data and alternative zone
controi data,' thereby enabling the operation mode of the substitution management to be set In units of a
partition.

15. An apparatus according to claim 12, wherein a volume control block for storing control data

necessary for the operation of recording and reproducing data is generated to be recorded in said volume
control area, said c^eratlon Including the allocation of partitions, the recording and reproducing of afile, and
the substitution of a defective sector,

16. An apparatus according to claim 15. wherein a defect control mode for identifying the operatfon

mode of the defect management is recorded as one part of volume control data, thereby enabling the

operation mode of the substitution management to be set in units of a partition.

17. An apparatus according fo claim 12» wherein the substitution management Is conducted while at

least one partition is divided into a plurality of alternative zones, and a plurality of prime areas are arranged
successively in said partition.

18. An apparatus according to. claim 12, wherein the suiDStitution management is conducted while at

least one partition is divided into a plurality of alternative zones, and plurality of primary defect list areas

ara arranged successively In said partition.

19. An apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the substitution management is conducted while at

least one partition Is divided into a plurality of alternative zones, and an operation of fetching a primary

defect list of an alternative zone In a partition which zone contains a recording and r^roducing area of data

is followed by an operation of fetching a primary defect list of another alternative zone which is in said

partition and follows said altemative zone.

20* An apparatus according to claim 12, wherein address irformation of an alternative sector to be used

next in said primary spare area or secondary spare area is recorded in a header of sard primary defect list

or secondary defect list

21* An apparatus according to claim 12. wherein said information recording medium is rewritable in a
limited number of t!mes, altemative sectors the number of which is greater than the maximum number of

defectiva sectors registrable in said primary defect list or secondary defect list are allocated in said primary

spare area or secondary spare area* and, when one of said alternative sectors is defective, the recording

operation is executed using another on© of said alternative sectors which has not been used.

22. An apparatus according to claim 12, wherein said Information recording medium cannot be
rewritten, sectors, the number of which equals the number of defective sectors registrable in said primary

defect list or secondary defect list, are allocated In said primary defect list area or secondary defect list

area, the updation of said primary defect list or secondary defect list is eKecuted employing successively

unused sectors in said primary defect list area or secondary defect list area, the sequence of employing
unused sectors Ijegrnning at one end of said primary defect list area or secondary defect list area, and

using a primary defect list or secondary defect list fetched from a sector which is positioned immediately

before said employed unused sector.
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